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Abstract

The Myth: Channel capacity is arbitrarily approached
- zero error and cost-effective, flawless ’telepresence’ for
anyone, anywhere, anytime!

The Reality: The moment we leave the office, our abil-
ity to access multimedia services becomes desperately lim-
ited - if not unfeasible - especially on the move!

The Challenge: Averting the “World Wide Wait” - but
how, Dr Shannon?

Since Marconi demonstrated the feasibility of radio trans-
missions, researchers have endeavoured to fulfill the dream
of flawless wireless multimedia telecommunications, cre-
ating the impression of tele-presence - at the touch of a di-
alling key and with the aid of the future wireless solutions
to be discussed in the lecture.

Commencing with a brief historical perspective on the
generations of wireless systems, Shannon’s lessons are con-
trasted with the practical constraints imposed on state-of-
the-art multimedia communicators. In the face of adverse
wireless channel conditions it is unrealistic to expect that
any fixed-mode wireless system remains capable of main-
taining a constant quality-of-service. This motivates thede-
sign of cutting-edge near-instantaneously adaptive modula-
tion and coding aided multi-media transceivers, which offer
capabilities beyond those of conventional systems. Indeed,
they facilitated in excess of a 1000-fold bit-rate increase
since the conception of GSM...

However, at what price? Is this 1000-fold bit-rate in-
crease sufficient anyway to support the impression of flaw-
less tele-presence with its sense of joy, wonder and am-
biance? Or are we about to be further frustrated by the
’World-Wide Wait’ (WWW) experienced at places of high
tele-traffic density?

A glimpse of the recent advances reveals that they are
capable of circumventing the ’world wide wait’ in the emerg-
ing wireless Internet, while facilitating sustainable, ’green’
communications...
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